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PROGRESS REPORT, 1993 
This report of the Central Crops and Soils Research Station at 
Highmore, South Dakota is a progress report and, therefore, the 
results presented are not necessarily complete nor conclusive. Any 
interpretation given is tentative because additional data from 
continuation of these experiments may produce conclusions different 
frmn those of any one year. The data presented in this report 
reflect the 1993 growing season. 
Conimercial companies and trade narne-s are mentioned in this 
publication solely for the purpose of providing specific 
infttnnction. Ment:iOJI 0£ � cn:rr;pany dotn not i:o-ns:t.itute a g:ua.;ra.nt..ee 
or wa-::-,1.n.ty a! its products by �he .;gr..!.r:ultur-al Expe::im!!nc Suitian 
or an endorsement over products of other companies not mentioned. 
Tnis publication also reports research involving pesticides. 
It does not contain rec�ndations for their use, nor does it 
illiJllY that the uses discussed here have been registered. All uses 
o-f pest.:e_des mus.I: be reg-1stered by a:ppropna�e St.are ane Fe:Q�ail 
a-gan,e.:..es befqre the�t =an hE !:''2C'OJmlen_ded. A _c:�1.etE set of 1..9!.z 
results from SDSU herbicide demonstrations is available as 
Extension Circular 678 from your County Agent or SDSU. 
South Dakota Agricultural axperiment Station 
Brookin;s, South Dakota 57007 
Dr. David Bryant, Dean Dr. David Benfield, 
Acting Director 
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1994 
CENTRAL SUBSTATION ADVISORY BOARD 
(All advisors appointed to a 4-year term) 
NAME POSITION ADDRESS PHONE COUNTY TERM 
Greg Yapp SD St. Office 200 4th St SW. Huron 67360 363-1830 scs 
Kevin Haber Extension Agent Box 36, Huron 67350 362-8659 Beadle 
Scott lngef RR 1, Cavour 57324 362-0438 Beadle 1991-1994 
Gerald Syring Box 589, Faulkton 598-4294 Faulk 1993-1996 
Keith Melius (alternate) HC 1 Box 47, Miranda 67438 598-4316 Faulk 
Pat Fastnacht Extension Agent Box 169, Courthouse, Miller 57362 853-2738 Hand 
Ken Wonnenberg Sec., Ext. Agent Counhouse, Pierre 57501 773-5650 Hughes 
Brad Bonhorst Chairman RR 3 Box 48, Pierre 67501 224-1156 Hughes 1991-1994 
Lyle Stewart (alternate) RR 2 Box 31, Blunt 57522 224-5682 Hughes 1992-1995 
Jerry Johnson Extension Agent Box 402, Ext. Bldg, Highmore 57345 852-2515 Hyde 1992-1995 
Randy Hague Highmore 57345 852-2874 Hyde 1993-1996 
Jake Vilhauer {alternate) RR, Highmore 57346 852-2090 Hyde 
Brandy Knutson Extension Agent Box 433, Wess. Springs 67382 539.9471 Jerauld 
Tom Olsen RR 1 Box 94, Wess. Springs 57382 639-1232 Jerauld 1993-1996 
Larry Nagel HCR 3 Box 20, Gettysburg 57442 765·9427 Potter 1993-1996 
Phil Hamburger HC 78 Box 64A, Seneca 67473 436-6201 Potter 
Paul Weeldreyer Extension Agent Box 265, Onida 67664 258·2334 Sully 
Todd Yackley HC 2 Box 614, Onida 67564 264-6466 Sully 1992-1996 
Newell Ludwig (alternate) RR 1 Box 710, Onida 67564 268-2627 Sully 1992·1995 
Nilo Reber Dist. Conserv. Box 484, Highmore 67345 852-2221 scs 
Mike Volek Central Res. Sta. PO Box 91, Highmore 67345 862-2829 SDSU 
Bob Schurrer Acting Ext. Sup. Ag Hall 136. Brookings 67007 688-6132 SDSU 
Fred Cholick Head, Plant Sci. Ag Hall 219. Brookings 67007 688-5125 SDSU 
Brad Farber Cen. Res. Mgr Box 2207 A, Brookings 67007 688·6139 SDSU 
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IN'l'RODOCTION .•.•.•.•.•..••.•.••••.•..•.•.•..•.• Brad Parber, Manager 
The new rao:-tbern Plains :Sics::oss �aborat:ory wa-s COfflP..leted and 
dedii:at.ied. chis: p&.s� fl!lll in Br.ookinge Thie ::a.c1. l1ty -rnake-s .it. 
poss1.ble :.CJ tocus. �he e1:=ons c: re!;ea.rclie:.s at SOSU .ind acr:os the 
region on: � 
- Research that reduces environmental and biological stresses 
on crops, livestock and humans. 
Sustained soil productivity. 
Water quality. 
A revitalized rural America. 
This intensive approach has never been used before for biostress 
research and would not be possible without this state-of-the-art 
research and teaching facility. Farmers. ranchers, their families, 
consumers, and the environment will benefit from the research 
conducted and the problems that will be solved at this facility. 
Precipitation and temperature data for 1993 �re presented in 
Tables 1 and 2. This year goes down in history as one of the 
wettest and coolest on record (since 1904). Total rainfall for the 
yett--r was :7 : l ,l.?ld\G.& or r.e� :.� n.i.!ie im:�s above the long-t.e-rir 
average. "!':"le only !)' an i:.h.at. lmv.P had i;;reatar amounts wm:-e i.n 19.:aa 
( 2 8 . 31 � ) , 19 5 7 ( 2 8 . 8 0 • l and 19 8 6 ( 2 7 • 91 • ) . 
Tem:peratures at Highmore in 1993 were well below average 
during the growing season and weather records indicate that only 
1950 and 1951 were cooler. As Table 1 shows, eve�· month of the 
ercpp1na S!!eson was ... _rcr nr:a.r:y :. .. :.o - F belo-« �ru:ma.-1. Thi­
coupl�j ���h ch� h_gh �a1.nf �1 produ�ed c.bo•,e average yield� in 
neac ly all orop.s qro.,_,n ac t!hi! re-sea:-c...� .r.air::m� Flco��; t)f _ow area::i 
did C'>c-c:u:r cau.S;.n.; am!! -rq> lcsse.s nd .-Ii.9 ,rr.r.lll m;a-in 
harvest operations. However, diseases were not as large a problem 
as th@: were in most other areas of the state. Probably the 
qre§_test. �dvd.!1t.a11e -..,e t. d \1.---ar; the ability co per.form ,:.:i..mely 
plan�ing cpe�ation� WJ..:r:.b good soil conditions. 
Winter and spring wheat yields were above long-term averages 
and yielded abou 53 anci ,3 bu5h-ls per ,ecre, respec-t:i.,•ely. 
f'usa.rium h-etsd blight or &calJ, while present, was not a severe 
problem at Highmore compared with most of stern South Dakota. 
Corn a.nrl soybem\ yields �ere ino-.at iJ..ke.1.y t.h.e be-t e>.rer .recorded ac 
the re.se&rch rann w.1.t:h som earn t:=sc plots yie ding ov� 100 'tru/A 
an-d soybeans avE!ragin; near -40 "bu/A. Both corn and bearrn were not 
Eul.ly tna!U!:'� whcn the firs� bard freeze occurred and this led to 
tu.gh moisture C"n."lten:: in the c:o�n and reduced test weights as well. 
Soybe!U'ls had good si�e and C-QlOr in thP Group O and I maturity 
group while the Group !I's were not fu_ly mature at the frost and 
showed some damage. 
Th-e -c.wilighr: t:mr of res-ear-ch p!ots \!:It& held on June .24, 99! 
at 6:lO J,..:Jl the even�pq. �und'. wa� se_ red i:tricr to and after tne 
t.our:s. Mor c.r.:an 80 tour .s;rart£c:::..panu l,.,stened to pr-e-sent.at;.2 :ms on 
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SJ[\ij.11 grain varieties, diseases, forages, starter fertilizer on 
corn and soybean, weed control demonstrations and herbicide 
research. 
The research conducted each year and included in this report 
involves long hours by staff from many disciplines at SDSU and the 
Highmore Research Farm. Their efforts in contributing to this 
publication each year are greatly appreciated. Support and input 
from area producers, ranchers, Advisory Board members and County 
Agents is also greatly appreciated. 
If anyone has comments or suggestions pertaining to research 
on the farm or questions and input on any other matter, please 
write or call. 
Address correspondence to: 
Dr. David Benfield, Acting Director 
Agricultural Experiment Station 
South Dakota State University 
Brookings, SD 57007 
(605) 688-4149 
Brad Farber 
Box 2207A 
South Dakota State University 
Brookings, SD 57007 
(605) 688-6139 
Special thanks to Nancy Kleinjan for her assistance in preparing 
this report. 
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Table 1. Temperatures at the Central Research Farm 1993. 
HS2Dtll 
Januaxy 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
Septeml:Jer 
October 
November 
December 
1993 Average 
Temciya t.liil:i �c 
Max1 Hhla A:'Y:fU;A£Hi l;!gp;nal I> 
Departure 
from 
n�mal 
----------------------OF----------------------
22.4 3.5 13.0 12.6 +0.4 
21.6 4.6 13. 1  19.5 -6.4 
43.8 22.9 33.4 29.7 +3.7 
54.6 32. 2 43.4 45.7 -2.3 
68.6 43.1 55.9 57.5 -1.6 
71.9 51.2 61. 6 67.3 -5.7 
77. 8 56.9 67.4 74.0 -6.6 
80.8 58.1 69. 5 72.7 -3.2 
70. 3 43. 3 56. 8 62.0 -5.2 
60.7 32.S 46. 6 50. 1 -3.5 
35.6 18.5 27. 1 32. 4 -5.3 
29.5 12.0 20.8 19. 9 +1. 1 
• Calculated from daily observations. 
b 30 year average ( 1951-1980). 
Table 2. Precipitation at the Central Research Farm - 1993. 
Januaxy 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
TOTAL 
1993 Departure Greatest 
rree1pu.a,c,;.m:; Ngrnal! f;-9a uo-rn• amount nate 
----------------------inches--------------------
0.50 0.34 +0.16 0.30 23 
0.40 0.57 -0.17 0.15 11 
0.70 0.91 -0.21 0.50 29 
3.11 2.08 +1.03 0.85 10 
3.29 2.69 +0.60 0.94 1 
6.12 3.28 +2.84 1.20 16 
6.95 2.57 +4.38  2.10 25 
1.41 2.33 -0.92 0.52 12 
1.60 1.32 +0.28 1.30 19 
0.35 1. 24 -0.89 0.35 7 
2.64 0.53 +2.11 2.10 13 
0.14 0.47 +0.33 0.10 17 
27. 21 18.33 8.88 
• 30 year average ( 1951-1980) _ 
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ALPALPA COLTIVAR Y:tBLD TBST 
E.K. 1widwell, K.D. Kephart, R. Bortnam 
A. Boe, and S. Anderson 
One �lffl_fa cu.lc:�va-:- y:. _ �t was :o-riduc.te.d o.t �he 
Central Crops and Soils Research Station during 1993. This test 
was planted in 1991 to determine yield perfo�nce of modern 
alfalfa cultivars when grown in central South Dakota over a three 
year period. 
Four harvests were obtained from this experiment. Average 
four-cut total DM yield was 5. 86 tons/acre, and significant 
differences were detected among the 2 8  entries (Table 1). This 
total yield was about 3 tons/acre greater than total yields 
reported in 1992. The greater yields of 1993 probably resulted 
from two cuttings occurring in 1992 compared to four in 1993. 
'these total yield are high for this location in SO, probably 
because of the above-average rainfall that occurred in 1993. 
Average yields for the four harvests in 1993 ranged from 1.04 
tons/acre for the fourth harvest to 1.77 tons/acre for the first. 
Significant differences were detected among the cultivars within 
e.t!ch h!lr,,e.ar: k r;,.t0-}�ar i!Y�E'E yiala..a fu!" his ·i!Xpf;'rimenc ranged 
from 2 . 68 to 5.43 tons/acre. 
Forage yield data will be collected from this trial one more 
year. Results of this test are useful in the selection of 
alfalfa cultivars for forage production. Measurements of forage 
yield taken over several harvests and years are usually more 
useful than are averages from a single harvest. 
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Table 1. Forage yield of 28 alfalfa cultivars planted May 8, 
1991 at the Central Crops and Soils Station, Highmore, 
SD. 
Garst 645 
Multi-plier 
Guardsman 
Multistar (a) 
Magnwn III 
Dart 
Flagship 75 (a) 
907 92 (b) 
Asset 
Dawn 
DK 122 
Eclipse 
Arrow 
120 
Vernal 
Blazer XL 
Cimarron VR 
GH755 
W90VSX (b) 
Crown II 
Saranac AR 
Milk Maker II 
SDHLlL (b) 
Riley 
Baker 
GH 777 
SDHS6S (b) 
88R20 {b} 
Jl�V-s!RAGE 
Maturity (c) 
LSD (0.05) 
1992 1Q93 
2-Cut Cut 1 Cut 2 Cut 3 Cut 4 4-Cut 92 to 93 
Tota1 5126 7/6 8/� -9/2- Total, Ava� 
------------ tons DM I acre-------------
3.51 2.38 
3.38 2.21 
3.40 2.22 
3.22 2.27 
3.03 1.94 
3.25 1.81 
3 .49 1.87 
3.22 2.02 
3 .18 1. 91 
3.39 1.69 
3. 07 1. 84 
3.16 1.95 
3 .18 1. 75 
3. 05 1. 83 
3. 06 1. 82 
2. 81 1. 64 
2.90 1.65 
2. 41 1. 79 
2.94 1.66 
2.71 1.81 
2.70 1.73 
2.66 1.59 
3.10 1.58 
2.65 1.53 
2.41 1.54 
2.54 1.23 
2.39 1.44 
1.67 0.91 
2.05 
2.02 
1. 99 
2.01 
2.05 
1.86 
1. 93 
1. 90 
1. 88 
1. 89 
1. 96 
1. 86 
1.89 
1.88 
1.76 
1. 96 
1.81 
1.89 
1.76 
1.87 
1.79 
1.80 
1.63 
1.69 
1. 62 
1.63 
1. 61 
1.41 
2. 95 1. 77 1. 84 
3. 9 4. 3 
NS (d) 0.59 0.27 
1.41 1.51 7.36 
1.27 1.32 6.82 
1.33 1.21 6.74 
1.05 1.51 6.83 
1.57 1.34 6.89 
1.47 1.39 6.52 
1.25 1.22 6.27 
1.31 1.12 6.34 
1.30 1.28 6.37 
1.43 0.99 6.00 
1.30 1.21 6.31 
1.02 1.14 5.98 
1.39 0.92 5.94 
1.18 0.92 5.82 
1.22 0.99 5.78 
1.27 1.07 5.94 
1.30 0.99 5.74 
1.26 1.28 6.22 
1.18 1. 07 5. 66 
1.16 0.99 5.82 
1.01 1.09 5.61 
1.24 0.87 5.49 
0.94 0.82 4.97 
1.30 0.88 5.40 
1. 08 0. 60 4. 84 
0.99 0.52 4.38 
0. 85 0. 50 4. 3 9 
0.96 0.41 3.69 
1.22 1.04 5.86 
3.9 4.3 
0.33 0.52 1.42 
5.43 
5.10 
5.07 
5.03 
4.96 
4.88 
4.88 
4.78 
4.77 
4.69 
4.69 
4.57 
4.56 
4.44 
4.42 
4.37 
4.32 
4.31 
4.30 
4.27 
4.16 
4.07 
4.04 
4.02 
3.62 
3.46 
3.39 
2.68 
4.40 
1.22 
(a) Variety entered as experimental, data may not reflect 
performance of cmcnercial seed. 
(b) Experimental line, not currently marketed. 
Cc) Kalu and Fick (1983) index, mean stage by count. 
t of 
2-yr 
Ayq_,, 
- % -
123 
116 
115 
114 
113 
111 
111 
109 
108 
107 
107 
104 
104 
101 
100 
99 
98 
98 
98 
97 
94 
93 
92 
91 
82 
79 
77 
61 
(d) NS=Means among cultivars not significantly different at the 
0.05 level of probability. 
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FORAGE LBGOMB AND GRASS BRBBDING 
Arvid Boe and Robin Bortnem 
Legumes 
There is expanding interest in the northern Great Plains in 
the use of alfalfa for both wildlife habitat and forage PU'rJIOSes. 
Pheasants and ducks utilize alfalfa fields as nesting sites in 
spring and early summer in our region. However, haying procedures 
in early June often destroy nests, eggs, and incubating hens. 
Our objective is to develop an alfalfa cultivar that would 
have acceptable yield and quality when stockpiled until late July 
tc:i E.-acl.1ir:at.e ;>heasa.nt i.1'ld dnck produC-C-!.Dn. Y�llow-Oo'k"itred 
u.falla ft'Ol'JI. the_ fontl:2!:" Soviet. Onio!'I. h-2rs S;V'"-eral t:r-a-ics t-het Le.&ti 
us to bfL..itsva :i.t= of!a:s �o=u.a� for t.hiS; ,pu..i::pos-e. It bi:2:.; Jri;h 
levels of winc.e:r hardi.neti� � citoi...ghc tolaran�e- ond �ls-o ex.hi bi t:s 
much :mor--e tolarance than  1HiY and _pasi:.ure types to pcit:a,to 
lea..:hgppe.r yellowing. =f a1raltA is .:...nt.aded co be stceltpiled 
tmtil mid July. tole::arree c-a potat:o la&fitop.per yEllo·,.,ing i:s 
cr..:.:..iea!. Potaco lea-fhcipp-cs cfcen a.-�ive !n. ou1: Lll.e.!. in relil'ly 
June and their feeding causes stunting, leaf loss, and reduction in 
forage quality. 
In May 1992, we transplanted 24  cultivars, 2 accessions, and 
3 experimental populations to a spaced-plant nursery comprised of 
4 replications of 5-plant plots. One of the cul ti vars was 'Kuban•, 
a. ye..:.1.cw-:=lowered type iram ':he fo� Sovi:E1;-Union. .Mo:rrr oE thi: 
ether c-ult:i va.rs, i;.•.:.cb tho exceptiO!t o� "Cimarron• • were 1ft'i_nteth:B.::i::dy 
pasture or hay types with some yEsllow-!.owerad 3er.riplamn .1.n. the-ir 
parentage. 
In May 1993, we transplanted 12 clonal replicates of each of 
31 genotypes of yellow-flowered alfalfa adjacent to an isolation 
nurser.y cf 12 aonally-replicatf!d ge.not::y_p.as "that we.re t'?"a.rrsplanted. 
to the field in May 1992 _ All 4-l i1at10� weua selected ..for l;.beu 
gene��! vigo� and. hi�h toler-onc� �c pctaco �ex yellawl.n;, 
Bopatully. in 1994 And 1�95 � hm=- conditions will be conducive 
for seed production. Seed obtained will be used for testing 
against elite hay and pasture-type cultivars for production and 
quality of forage stockpiled until late July. 
On August 2, 1993 individual spaced plants were harves�d and 
weighed. Moisture samples were taken for detennination oE dry 
macter er:meent.ntion. Fora;£ si!iI19l-es -we:rs taL=r.:i fr-om i plant tp:-lot 
for d:e:�ai:ion of 11'1 v.i=:.::.--e -dr.1 mAC.t.� ih.;-estibilit:y d.w::.i:ng 
winter 1993-94. 
Individual plant forage yield data are presented in Table 1. 
The highest yielding entries were yellow-flowered types �nd the 
lowest-yielding entries under this 1-cut regime were conventional 
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hay-type cultivars (i.e. Vernal and Cimarron) .  These preliminary 
data suggest that yellow-flowered alfalfa has potential for use in 
development of cultivars intended for stockpiling until late July 
to facilitate gamebird production. 
Table 1. Dry matter forage yield for individual spaced plants 
harvested August 2, 1993. 
Cultivar/germplasm 
PI3469211 
Kuban2 
Teton 
PI3154 7 61 
Kuban76453 
csu• 
D-2 5 
Dry lander 
Beaver 
Spredor II  
Travois 
Kane 
Rambler 
Rhizoma 
Rangelander 
Agate 
Ladak 65 
Valor 
SD82M16S5 
Heinrich ' s  
Narraggansett 
Roamer 
Cossack 
Iroquois 
Alfagraze 
Vernal 
Cimarron 
Yield 
grams 
1311 .±. 624 
1183 ± 533 
976 ± 395 
9 6 3  .±. 424 
912 ± 367 
889 .:±:. 4 2 5  
878 .±. 319 
842 ± 415 
829 ± 343 
817 ± 402 
772 ± 396 
770 ± 304 
762 ± 349 
762 ± 292 
718 ± 194 
690 ± 190 
690 ± 298 
685 ± 344 
660 ± 273 
652 ± 259 
645 ± 322 
643 .±. 276 
624 .±. 201 
586 ± 267 
559 ± 329 
513 ± 168 
365 .± 175 
i Accessions obtained from the Plant Introduction SystEm due to 
their yellow-flowered characteristics. 
2 An older yellow-flowered cultivar developed in the previous 
Soviet Union. 
3 A derivitive of the cultivar Kuban. 
• Ge�lasm obtained from Charles E. Townsend at Colorado State 
Uni, v1e'.!'1Sity . 
=- Popula�ions and, or co.le--CtJ.oms deva..c,pad �..l the South D.akata 
State Experiment Station. 
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Sweetclover is an excellent soil improvement crop and also has 
value for pasture and hay. Although in recent years the acreage of 
sweetclover has declined, the renewed interest in legumes as green 
manure and conservation crops has created incentive for 
reevaluation of white and yellow sweetclover and their relatives. 
In May, 1992, 9 accessions and 7 cultivars of  sweetclover were 
transplanted to a spaced-plant nursery with 2 replications of 5-
plant plots. Out of the total of 16 entries, 6 were white sweet­
clover, 4 were yellow sweetclover, and 6 were related species. On 
September 3 0 ,  1992, 1 plant was randomly selected from each plot of 
the biennial accessions for in vitro dry matter digestibility 
( IVD:MD) analysis. Two accessions, one each from Turkey and Israel, 
were annuals, so all 5 plants from each plot were collected for 
quality analysis. A Mel ilotus indicus accession from Chile was in 
full flower by late July and was not sampled for forage quality 
analysis. 
Results of  the IVDMD analysis, conducted in winter 1992-93  are 
presented in Table 2. The IVDMD ranged from 55 to 71% ,  with the 2 
annual accessions having the lowest values. This is to be 
expected, since they were in full flower while the biennial types 
had the typical prostrate growth with no erect flowering stems in 
the fall. The 3 highest IVDMD accessions were of the white (M. 
albus) type, but the range in the yellow (M. officinalis) and white 
types was only 67 to 71%. nie white types are generally later 
f lowering than the yellows, so in the second year of  the biennial 
life cycle, we might expect the white types to have higher quality 
if both are harvested in late July or early August. Results of the 
August 2, 1993 harvest will provide some preliminary data for 
comparing the forage value of white and yellow types. 
Plants that survived the winter of 1992-93 were harvested on 
August 2 ,  1993 and IVDMD analysis will be conducted on them in 
winter 1993 -94. 
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Table 2. Forage quality of various Melilotus species harvested in 
1992. 
Accession# Meli lotus 
species 
habit Annual growth 
383706 M. albus 
M. albus 
growth habit 
M. albus 
292440 
Biennial 
314717 
314095 
Redfield 
Yellow1 
N282 
Evergreen1 
Madrid1 
342729 
234789 
Yellow 
Comrnon1 
Denta1 
White 
Blossom1 
204467 
342796 
M. wolgicus 
M. suaveolens 
M. ofticinalis 
M. albus 
M. officinalis 
M. albus 
M. albus 
M. officinalis 
M. albus 
M. albus 
M. otticinalis 
M. albus 
Origin 
Turkey 
Israel 
USSR 
USSR 
Portugal 
Sweden 
Turkey 
Hungary 
IVDMD 
' 
5 5 . 1  ± 2. 4 
59.1  ± 1. 2 
71.1 ± 0.1 
59. 5 ± 0. 0 
69. 6 ±. 1. 5 
69 . 1  ±. 0 . 6  
70.9  .:!:. 0 . 1  
69. 1 z. 0.1 
68 . 5  .t. 0. 9 
67. 5 .t. 0. 8 
69. 7 .t. 1 .  5 
67. 6 .t. 2.7 
69. 4 .t. 0 . 4  
68. 3 .t. 4. 6 
71. 1 .t. 0. 3 
1 Cultivars that were included to serve as comparisons and checks. 
2 Germplasm selected for low coumarin by Dr. H. Gorz, USDA/ARS 
retired, Lincoln, NE. 
Foxtail dalea is a native annual legume that is quite cormnon 
in sandy prairies and disturbed sites in the eastern part of  the 
state. It flowers from July to sepcent�er and produces abundant 
seed in erect spikes that GO not easi:y shatter. Because of its 
late maturity, good seed prod�ction, and erect growth habit, this 
legume may have potential for forage and/or conservation purposes. 
In November, 1992, we collected seed from 100 randomly­
selected plants growing in a dense stand about 5 miles south of  Elk 
Point, SD. Plants were threshed during winter 1992-93 and 2 100-
seed weights were obtained for each. On May 20, 1993, seed from 5 
large-seeded plants, 5 small-seeded plants, and 2 plants with seed 
weights near the population mean were planted at a rate of 25 
seeds/row in a 3-replicate experiment of single-row plots that were 
3 feet long. Data obtained in 1993 were percent emergence, 
flowering date, and seed yield and 100-seed weight of individual 
plants ( Table 3 )  . On September 2, 1993, 1 replication was 
harvested for forage quality analysis, therefore seed yield and 
100-seed weight data were obtained for only 2 replications. 
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Table 3. Seed yield and weight characteristics of 12 foxtail dalea 
progenies. 
Parent 
seed weight 
cateaorv 
Heavy 
Heavy 
Heavy 
Heavy 
Heavy 
Mean 
Mean 
Light 
Light 
Light 
Light 
Light 
Parent 
100-seed 
weioht 
mg 
372 
347 
343 
338 
337 
315 
313 
286  
285  
279 
277 
264 
Progeny 
harveste� 
no . 
15 
6 
5 
12 
5 
8 
13 
6 
5 
10 
6 
6 
Progeny 
seed vield 
4. 3 .:t. 3.9  
16. 5 .:t. 18. 5 
12. 0 .:t. 11 . 1  
10. 0 ±. 5 . 7  
10. 1 ±. 9 . 1  
16. 3 .±. 8 . 7  
8 . 9  ± 6. 0 
19 . 3  ± 
12.8 ± 
10.0 ± 
20 . 4  .±. 
14. 5 ± 
13. 2 
7 . 8  
7. 4 
12. 7 
8 . 7  
Progeny 
100-seed 
weight 
mg 
275 ± 25 
310 ± 44 
266 .±. 70 
305 ± 14 
288 ± 48 
314 .±. 30 
274 .±. 15 
284 ± 35 
249 ± 54 
276 .::t 45 
267 ± 53 
261 .::t 36 
A significant difference was found among progenies for 100-
seed weight and seed yield. Three out of the 4 lightest-seed­
weight progenies were from light-seed-weight parents and three out 
of the four heaviest-seed progenies were from heavy-seed-weight 
parents, suggesting that selection for increased seed weight should 
be possible in this species. 
Plant stands at seed tn4turity ranged from 10 to 3 0 %  of the 
number of seeds planted, with no apparent effect of seed weight on 
stand density. 
Flowering began in late August, and by September 2 ,  over 90% 
of the spikes had initiated flowering for all progenies. Foxtail 
dalea appears to flower considerably later than other legumes and 
thus may have potential as a late summer pasture or hay crop. 
Research over the next several years will provide critical 
information on the forage yield and quality characteristics of 
foxtail dalea. Based on the preliminar:y evaluation conducted in 
1993 ,  we are cautiously optimistic that this species does have 
agronomic potential. 
Grasses 
Creeping foxtail is a palatable cool-season grass that starts 
growth early in the spring. It is especially well adapted for 
pasture in wet meadowlands throughout the northern Great Plains. 
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Beceriuse of -l.t s nign p�.L:itahil�t:y ami nutritive valu� .  we are 
interested in developing a c..rlc var w�t.h unproved .::ir01.1ghc.. 
tolerance, thus extending the areas in which this grass could be 
successfully grown. 
rn M . 19�3 . �5 ac��55i<lns �! c�egp1n9 f�xtall cbt�ined !rom 
che US�J../A.RS Flanr. !ntroductio.n Station at Pullman, WA were 
transplanted to a spaceii-1=,!a:nt nursery t:GIDprised of � replications 
of 10-p1=inc plots . The- origi� fo� most of t.J1e -acceaaions w.B.& Iran, 
Turkey, Afghani.star. o� t..b-e "fonne:r SoVl.el: OtUo.n. Dato. on vigor, 
growth ha.hit. ,  and disc.ase and in..tJ;eci: retiistance wLll be obtained 
from 1994-96 . 
TI. Sw,i,;;�hg;:osf- a..-v.i Bie »lu..,sce;n 
S�ced-plant nu�����e� af t"hese spec�es were e.a�a.n.lisned in 
1987 and we na·,� been ::;a: lecu�g daca en se.e:l sea: ond �e-ed weighL 
for t..."'le: past. S{TV�l yea=&. '!'he J3ighrr'°� locat.ion prc:r .. ·-d!!s a harsh 
env1rc-nment: et.r- t..he p.i;od�ction -::t h.ig.h q-....glic.y s:ee-d in these 
spec:1.e.e; . :'"he �::a we ob":ai.n, ""he.J1 eomb;.n�d witn de.ca from the 
eastern part of the. st:ate, i:iroHlde vi w.i:r..h -ocnne insi'lht into the 
effe�cs of ganotyp� and fillYir:inn,ent on seed-related traits. 
• 
Introduction 
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FORAGE PRODUCTION OF COWPBAS AND MIIlLBTS 
E.K. Twidwell, A .  Boe, K.D. Kephart, 
R. Bortnem, and s. Anderson 
Many of  the perennial grasses and legumes commonly grown for 
hay or pasture in central South Dakota produce only limited amounts 
of forage in July and August, particularly in dry years. Two 
species that have been under investigation that may provide forage 
during this time period include cowpeas and foxtail millet. 
Cowpeas are a warm-season annual legume that have yielded between 
one and three tons per acre in SDSU studies. Foxtail millet is a 
commonly-grown warm-season annual forage in central South Dakota, 
and generally produces about two tons of forage per acre. Pearl 
millet is another species of millet that is grown for forage 
primarily in the southern Great Plains. Limited information is 
currently available on the productivity of pearl millet in central 
South Dakota. The objective of this study was to dete:enine the 
effects of  harvest date on dey matter yield of five cowpea 
varieties and two millet species. 
Materials and Methods 
The cowpea varieties Catjang, Chineese Red, Brabham, Victor, 
and Red Ripper were hand-planted on July 1 into 1-row plots 
measuring 10 feet in length. All varieties except Red Ripper were 
planted at a rate of 2 0  grams per row. Red Ripper was planted at 
a rate of 2 5  grams per row because of poor seed quality. ' Manta • 
foxtail millet and 1 Mil-Hy 1 pearl millet were hand-planted into 1-
row plots measuring 10 feet in length at a rate of 10 gr ros per 
row. Experimental design was a factorial arrangement of harvest 
date and variety (cowpeas) or species (millet) in a randomized 
complete block design with four replicates. Harvest dates were 9, 
11, and 13 weeks after planting. For both cowpea and millet 
studies, the entire row was hand-harvested at a 2 inch stubble 
height. Forage was weighed in the field, a one-pound subsan:ple was 
taken and then dried. Forage dr� rri5tter yield was calculated from 
total plot fresh weight and dry matter concentration data. 
For the cowpea study, there was not a significant interaction 
between variety and harvest date. However, the main ef feet of 
variety was significant, and Chinese Red and Catjang produced 
higher mean yields than the other varieties (Table 1 ) .  For the 
millet study, there was a significant species x harvest date 
interaction. Pearl millet produced yields ranging from 43 80 
lbs/acre higher than foxtail millet at the first harvest date to 
8088 lbs/acre higher at the second harvest date (Table 1 } .  A 
killing frost occurred 12 weeks after planting, and that is  the 
reason that yields declined between eleven and thirteen weeks after 
planting. 
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These !"esu_lt.� incic:Gte that th.t:----re are �cas arm:m,g i:o\,fpea 
varieties in forage production. Also, pearl millet appears to be 
a highly productive millet species. Both of these studies will be 
conducted again in 1994. 
'l'l:Eble l k rar&!Ji! yield o! t-wQ m:i.1..la-1: -sp�ci.es anti five co!iilpaa 
varieties. 
Millet 
Species 
w�aks_ auer: o'onc;,.ng 
Cowpea 
9 1 1  13 Variety 
------lbs/acre------- -------lbs/acre-----
Foxtail 
Pearl 
LSD ( 0 . 05) 
3595 
8427 
5320 5202 
13408 12574 
1851 
Red Ripper 
Chinese Red 
Brabham 
Catjang 
Victor 
LSD ( 0. 05) 
-Values are means of three harvest dates. 
2125 
2918 
2194 
2961 
2483 
225 
r 
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SOYBBAN BR.BBDINQ 
Roy A. Scott and Steve Stein 
The s0:rbean breeding program conducted several yield trials at 
the North Central branch station in Highnl.ore in 1993. These trials 
consisted of South Dakota advanced yield trials, which tested 
breeding lines in advanced stages of development. Lines in l:iillturity 
group 0, I, and II were tested in separate experiments. We tested 
70 advanced lines in two separate maturity group O experiments, 60 
maturity group 1 lines in two separate experiments, and 25 maturity 
group 1 lines in one experiment. Tests at this location were 
planted on 12 May. A summary of the performance of these lines are 
reported in Table 1, along with comparisons with other locations 
at which these same lines were tested. 
Maturity Group O 
In both MGO experiments, yields were significantly greater 
than all other tests, except for Dakota Lakes irrigated, and 
similar to the combined yield across all locations. Yields of the 
top 10% were lower than Dakota lakes irrigated, but were 8 and 11 
Bu/A greater than Watertown in the two MGO e,q;eriments. In each MGO 
experiment yields of the top 10% were 1 Bu/A greater than cornhined 
yields over all locations. Mean of the top 10% were about 4 Bu/A 
greater than check mean. 
Maturity Group I 
In MG! experiments, mean yields at Highmore were 
significantly greater than all other locations. Yields for the two 
MGI experiments were 4 and 8 Bu/A greater than overall yields at 
that location. Yields of the top 10% for the two Y.SI experiments 
were about 2 and 7 Bu/A greater than check yields, and 4 to 5 Bu/A 
greater than overall yields across locations. 
Maturity Group II 
In MGII experiments, overall yields were lower at Highmore 
than other locations, and combined mean across all locations. Mean 
of the top 10% was about 6 Bu/A greater than overall mean and check 
mean. 
Summary 
Physiological maturity (95% pods turn brown color) data were 
obtained only at Dakota Lakes in 1993, and only for MGO, indicating 
that most experiments did not reach maturity before the first 
frost. Maturity group O soybeans were mature enough to produce 
normal seed size, even at locations where maturity data were not 
obtained. Planting dates were normal for all locations, except for 
Beresford, which was planted on 11 June. Lines had adequate time to 
reach physiological maturity, but were affected severely by cool 
night temperatures combined with high moisture. Yields at Highmore 
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indicated the potential for soybean production in that region. With 
adequate moisture for stand establishment, and additional timely 
moisture at flowering and pod set, this region holds excellent 
potential, especially for producing soybean in MGO , and MGI. 
Table 1. Summary of advanced soybean yield trials at five SD 
locations in 1993 . 
Mean yield (bu/a} 
Experiment and 
Ml! tur i tv Q:roup £:nvironm,e:m;, 
1. MGO 
2. MGO 
3. MGI 
4. MGI 
5. MGII 
Combined 
Watertown 
Brookings 
Highmore 
D.L. ( Irr)  
D.L. (Non Irr}  
Combined 
Watertown 
Brookings 
Highmore 
D . L .  ( Irr) 
D . L .  {Non-Irr ) 
Combined 
Watertown 
Brookings 
Beresford 
Highmore 
D.L. (Non-Irr) 
Combined 
Watertown 
Brookings 
Beresford 
Highmore 
D . L. (Non-Irr} 
Combined 
Brookings 
Beresford 
Elk Point 
Highmore 
D. L. (Non-IRR) 
33.6 
25. 4de 
32.lc 
33 . 9b 
55. 6a 
21.le 
33.9 
21.2e 
32. lc 
34 . 7b 
58.6a 
23. 4d 
28. 1 
25.2d 
3 0. Sb 
28. lc 
33 .0a 
24. 3d  
29. 3 
23.4d 
30. 0c 
33. 3b 
37 .4a  
23. ld 
32. 3b 
3 0. 6b 
26.9c 
49.9a 
2 4 . ld. 
27. 3c 
D.L. ( Irr. ) =Dakota Lakes Irrigated. 
37 . 97 
32. 1 
38. 4 
38 . 9  
63.8 
25. 9 
38.9 
28. 3 
38. 3 
3 9 . 9  
67.4 
27. 9  
32. 1  
31. 3 
34. 5 
37. 0 
37 . 5  
27. 8 
3 3. 0  
29. 6 
33.4  
36. 1 
4 4 . 8  
26.9 
36.9 
34. 1 
38. 3 
57.9 
30.7 
33.9 
D.L. (Non-Irr) =Dakota Lakes Non-irrigated. 
34.7 
25. 1 
37.9 
34 . 5  
54. 3 
21. 7 
34. 3 
17 . 0  
34. 6 
3 6 . 3  
60.5  
23. 1  
31.8 
23. 6  
38. 5 
3 5. 2  
3 5 . 4  
25. 3 
3 2. 5  
26.6 
34. 3 
38.9 
37 . 7  
23. 9  
38. 5 
32 . 8  
40 . 1  
56. 1 
25 . 1  
31.8 
14 . 7  
1 6 . 0  
12 . 2  
12 . 2  
9 . 1  
16 . 2  
11. 3 
14 . 8  
12. 5 
11 . 4  
8 . 1  
11.2 
1 5 . 7  
16. 5 
8 . 7  
17 . 3  
18 . 9  
8 . 2  
12. 8 
11.8 
9.9 
11. 9 
1 1 . 8  
14. 4 
15.6 
10. 1 
13 . 6  
7 . 4  
16 . 7  
14.8 
eEnvironments within the same experiment with the same letters are 
not statistically different. 
byield of the top 10% of experimentals ( check yield not included) .  
�aturity group O (MGO}  check=mean of La:m:ert, Glenwood, Simpson, 
and Evans. Maturity group 1 (MG I )  check=mean of Parker, Sibley, and 
Hardin. Maturity group II {MGII) check=mean of Kenwood and Sturdy. 
dcv indicates experiment precision. Experiments with smaller cv • s  
are more precise. 
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SPRING WBBAT BRBBDING 
Jackie Rudd and Brad Farber 
The major objective of the Spring Wheat Breeding Project is 
variety development. Before a new variety is released to South 
Dakota producers, it must be proven to be superior to existing 
varieties in grain yield and/or bread-making quality. Since these 
traits are strongly influenced by the environment, we conduct yield 
trials at many locations in the state. 
The Hignmore station is one of eight sites for our advanced 
yield trial. There were 30 experimental lines in the third year of 
t.�c:ing and & die.ck \rarJ.-etie-s in t:.ru?- trial . Ttu.s si-c.e s-e:emoo to 
have escaped the scab that devastated the spring wheat yields in 
roost a:r@� of thr BtatE-� l>Iil:h a grail"'.! yield of :36 bushels per acre 
and zt t,esc w-e.i..ght. of So poll.I.dB pa= busbe.l ,. UlJ.S l.ci:ation wa-6 one at 
the better spring wheat production sites in Eastern South Dakota. 
In co.ncrasr:. ., Ki.gh:mo.re ;..1-s ne�ll)y mcire ::it a ma.....-g.inal eai.t1.ronmt!D.L 
and is predictive of how varieties will perfonn under stress. 
The Spring Whe:a: Breming PJ:cr:rectc has a pr¢mis:irig rmw 1.in� 
that i-S being eorrsio�e':3 for ral�se in 1-9.!J�. 'Tne expec�imeni:il 
n81l'L@ is 508073. It is a high yielding, Hessian fly resistant hard 
red spring wheat with a plant height and maturity similar to Butte 
86. In South Dakota trials over the past 3 years (53 different 
e.n•ri..rmrmeirt el , SDfJ073 b.5.11 v�ed a. one busbe- yie d advantcge 
!!'.:1\l'e'r :s-utc-e- 86 . we are also incrca-Sl.ng 3. lines tbiit were 1:1d�am;ed 
from the Pioneer Hi-Bred gennplasm donation. Evaluation will 
continue and these could be available to producers as early as 
1996. 
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WIN'l'BR WHBAT BRBBDING AND GBNBTICS 
Scott D. Haley and Roy A. Schut 
The Winter Wheat Breeding and Genetics Program utilizes the 
Highmore Research Station primarily for evaluation of advanced­
generation lines developed during the course of the breeding 
process. The breeding program also uses other sites throughOl.lt 
South Dakota (Brookings, Selby, Winner, Wal 1, and the Dakota 
Lakes Research Station near Pierre) for selection and determina­
tion of the potential of advanced lines for cultivar release. 
The breeding materials that are tested at the Highmore Sta­
tion typically consist of lines at three different levels of 
development: 
i) Third-stage advanced-generation lines ( 7-10  per year) 
entered in the statewide Crops Perfo�nce Testing 
(CPT) Program nursery coordinated by R.G. Hall, Cooper­
ative Extension Service. This nurse1.:;· is also grown at 
12  other sites in South Dakota. Prior to cultivar re­
lease, promising lines must be grown in the CPT nursery 
for three years to accurately measure the potential 
perfo!:fflance across a range of envirorunental conditions; 
ii) Second-stage advanced-generation lines (40 per year) 
entered statewide in a breeding nursery (Advanced Yield 
Test z AY: c::1::mtlu-cr:-e=d by
. 
ch!! W1M"Er Wh�t. areeding P:ro­
gra:m . "th1� !rn!:'seey _s ;:1 .... s-o grown at f.:.v« e::her sites in 
South Dakota. Selections are made from this nursery on 
a seasonal basis for advancement to the CPT trial; 
iii) First-stage advanced-generation lines ( 120  per year) 
entered statewide in a breeding nursery conducted by 
the Winter Wheat Breeding Program. This nursery is also 
grown at five other sites in South Dakota. Selections 
are made from this nursery on a seasonal basis for 
advancement to the A.YT trial. 
The Un.if� WinceT !lartii:ness Nu.rse;ry ttrw'EN) is also orown llt 
the Highmore Research Station. The UWHN is a regional winter 
wheat nursery organized and distributed by USDA-ARS personnel at 
Lincoln, NE. The nursery consists of single-row plots of 
advanced-generation breeding lines from winter wheat breeding 
programs throughout the hard winter wheat production region. The 
mirse.::y �s r::onducc.M 1:�uve1y at -0 S,ite;;;; t.bro:u!.;hout thE 
Northern Plains, allowing multi-loeat:umal --evalua.tion of winter 
hardiness. Over the years, the data collected from the nursery 
have proven invaluable in providing information needed for making 
cultivar release decisions throughout the hard winter wheat pro­
duction region. 
The following data are for the Winter Wheat A.YT nursery at 
the Highmore Research Station during the 1992-1993 field season. 
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The growing season at Higrurnre was characterized by growing con­
ditions extr-eme.y ::avoratJ.e tor w1r.c.ar \'ffl!!at i;rr wth a.Jul de-vel:1p­
ment. As was ... he c se Gtat.ewide# tempe:rac.urecs were t:e! ti vely 
mild and �{. e-ld& were �nenl y above normal. E:xcepc for cer:.-aiL 
unadapted materials in the UWHN, differential winter kill and 
foliar disease pressures were generally not a problem . 
Treatment Means for 1993  Advanced 
Higt,mpre Besear&;b center 
Entry Heading 
5089122 
Red land 
SD89245 
5089265 
5089119 
5089132 
5089291 
5089144 
HBB148A 
5089149 
HBB143A 
5087143 
5089108 
HBC197f' 
5089102 
SD89349 
SD88231 
5089186 
SD89153 
5089285 
SD89333 
SD89256 
Siouxland 
5088201 
SD89263 
SD89205 
5089146 
5089150 
Arapahoe 
5089270 
5089180 
HBC302E 
5089204 
SD89294. 
5089351 
50891 3 1  
Rose 
5089155 
TAM-107 
Mean 
LSD ( 0 . 0 5 )  
CV ( % )  
days from Jen . 1 
161 . 0  
162 . 0  
158 . 3  
160 . 3  
159 . 0  
159 . 7  
159 . 3  
159 . 3  
162 . 7  
160 . 0  
160 . 3  
1 6 1 . 7  
162 . 7  
160 . 7  
163 . 0  
1 63 . 0  
157 . 7  
158 . 7  
1 63 . 0  
161 . 0 
157 . 0 
159 . 0  
158 . 3  
1 63 . 7  
163 . 7  
161 . 7 
160 . 3  
163 . 7  
162 . 0  
161 . 3 
161 . 0  
160 . 3  
1 6 1 . 7 
162 . 7  
164 . 7 
164 . 0  
1 65 . 7  
160 . 3  
156 . 7  
1�0 
161 . 0  
2 . 7  
1 .  0 
K,:iaht, 
cm 
9 0 . 0  
87 . 0  
9 1 .  0 
84 . 0  
83 . 0  
88 . 0  
7 3 . 5  
84 . 0  
9 1 . 0  
9 3 . 5  
91 . 0  
88 . 5  
89 . 5  
7 5 . 5  
92 . 5  
100 . 0  
9 0 . 5  
86 . 5  
89 . 0  
92 . 0  
84 . 5  
83 . 5  
92 . 5  
88 . 0  
86 . 5  
83 . 5  
84 . 0  
84 . 5  
78 . 5  
87 . 0  
84 . 0  
7 9 . 0  
7 8 . 5  
92 . 5  
92 . 5 
94. . 0  
84 . 5  
105 . 0  
67 . 5  
87 . 0  
7 . 3  
4 . 1  
Yield (AYT) Trial . 
lb bu· 
5 9 . 2  
58 . 4  
58 . 7  
6 1 .  3 
55 . 6  
59 . 2  
57 . S  
59 . 9  
59 . 6  
61 . 3  
60 . 1  
55 . 6  
6 1 .  2 
57 . 1  
56 . 8  
5 9 . 6  
56 . 8  
59 . 1  
60 . l  
58 . 5  
5 9 . l  
5 9 . 6  
58 . 9  
57 . 2  
59 . 4  
58 . 9  
6 0 . 2  
60 . 1  
59 . 5  
6 0 . 1  
60 . 6  
56 . 7  
53 . 4  
5 6 . 8  
58 . 0  
58 . 0  
5 6 . 8  
58 . 8  
57 . 2  
57 ; 
58 . 6  
'li�ld 
bu acre· 1 
68 . 6  
67 . 0 
63 . 7  
62 . 9  
62 . 3 
62 . 0 
62 . 0  
6 2 . 0  
61 .  9 
6 1 .  7 
6 1 . 6  
6 0 . 4  
60 . 0  
60 . 0  
59 . 8  
59 . 8  
59 . 7  
59 . 7  
59 . 7  
58 . 7  
58 . 7  
5 8 . 4  
58 . 3  
5 8 . 3  
57 . 9  
56 . 4  
56 . 0  
5 5 . 8  
55 . 5  
5 5 . 4  
55 . 0  
54 . 2  
53 . l  
51 . 9 
5 1 . 4  
51 . 1  
51 . 0 
50 . 4  
4 6 . 7  
s � 
57 . 8  
9 . 5  
1 0 . 1  
• TI1r A'i lliJtl.itiJ mdu4cs nvc WlffitZrfd Cfl!!A:I l'UW•-arl> t�. Retllli!td. Rat.. S10i.L,J.tnd u:d Tt\P,,H T"J 
:tn ... SDS1J C'I� lrA: .,... d LO . It 6i:.IJ w,Lh 11ffl:r ,.-pltL'Jlt I R.rr 1·, I'm! I c � ' utm1":1'UI. 
grown check culU\'aIS allows oh1ec11vc assessment or tJ1c potcnual ol promismg hne� for c,cntual cu1t1,:ir 
release 
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OAT llBSBARCH 
Dale Reeves and Lon Hall 
The preliminary herbicide screening test is a cooperative 
effort with the oat project and the extension weed staff to screen 
established varieties and promising lines for herbicide injury .  
Recorranended and doubled rates are applied to four varieties or 
lines at the 3-4 leaf stage . This year the data was averaged over 
the Northeast and Brookings locations; both the Southeast and 
Highmore locations were lost this year. These data show MCPA 
amine, Bronate, and the low rate of MCPA+dicamba caused the least 
injury; however, this may change with the variety, location , year, 
or stage of plant development. Generally, MCPA amine caused the 
least amount of injury . Other data has shown plants are more 
sensitive to Bronate applied at the 6-7 leaf stage compared to the 
3-4 leaf stage . 
2 LOCATION l �£ !:H'i!:;t_ 
H.EBiI�t�� lli;- ��R�GE: 2 LOC 2 LOC 
rate YIELD TWT AVG AVG 
, aila} (hula\ (lb/b) YLD TWT 
CHECK 7 8 . 0  28.8 100  100  
MCPA AM.  .5 7 9 . 6  29.8 102 103  
MCPA AM. 1 78.1 29.9 100  104 
2, 4-D AM. . 5  61. 7 31. 4 79 109 
2 , 4-D AM. 1 45.5 30.9 58 107 
BRONATE . 75 76. 6 29.3 98 102 
BRONATE 1 75.9 28.5 97 99 
DICAMBA+MCPA AM .125+ . 25 7 5 . 1  29.0 96 1 01  
DICAMBA+MCPA AM .25+ . 5  6 9 . 3  29 . 2  89 1 0 1  ----------------------------------- ---------------
MEAN 70.2 29.6 91 102. 9 
Comparisons are made with the check. 
Herbicidal injury varies with environmental conditions, 
therefore, several location-years are needed to show overall 
effects and interactions with variety, herbicide, and environment . 
The Tri-state nursery is composed of g.,i:x ehe c� and ten 
premising line_s t-rsm eaclt :i�t.e- of North Dakce:a. Minne sot-a, �nd 
South Dakota. From this nursery the best lines are selected and 
entered into regional nurseries which are grown throughout the 
U.S.A. and Canada . These lines are also simultaneously being 
increased as well as being tested in the South Dakota standard 
variety oat trials which compares thaiJ'I to existing varieties and is 
the basis for release . 
• 
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CORN BRBBDINO PROJBCT 
Zeno W. Wicks III 1 Wade Marzahn 1 and James Wassom 
The objective of the corn breeding project is to develop 
inbred lines of yellow and white corn that are adapted to Eastern 
South Dakota . These inbred lines are then available to be used for 
producing hybrid seed corn. It is important that the lines we 
develop be adapted to the variable and often stressful conditions 
of this area. For this reason we test new inbreds at four 
locations, including the Highmore Experiment Station. Inbred lines 
are evaluated according to the performance of their F1 test-cross 
progeny. If the test-crosses of new inbred lines are outstanding 
at multiple locations and multiple years the lines are released for 
sale to the public. 
Weather conditions for growing corn at Highmore in 1993 were 
much improved over 1992, however portions of two studies were lost 
due to flooding of low areas. Again 1 as in 1992 1 unusually cool 
and cloudy weather reduced the number of growing degree days and 
corn was not fully mature when the frost hit. Yield data gathered 
will be used for evaluation of the inbred lines. 
Populations and topcrosses of lines that showed variable 
diurnal osmotic adjustment in a growth chomcer experiment were 
planted in yield trials at Highmore in 1993. Osmotic adjustment is 
a physiological trait that may aid in adapting to drought 
conditions. Conditions in 1993 did not permit an evaluation of the 
value of osmotic adjustment for drought tolerance. No differences 
for grain yield among these genotypes were found in 1993. 
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1993 Crop Peformanoe Trials of S11mll Grains 
R.G. Hall 
The crop performance testing program at the Central crops 
and Soils research Station only included small grains in 1993. 
Small grains under trial included hard red spring wheat, spring 
barley, and hard red winter wheat. The spring oat trial this 
year was disked under because of herbicide carry-over problems. 
ln 1993 the spring wheat on average yielded 43 bushels per 
acre compared to 32 bushels last year. Likewise, the winter 
wheat on average yielded 53 bushels in 1993 compared to 33 
bushels last year. In contrast, the barley on average yielded 
only 69 bushels in 1993 compared to a higher yield of 85 bushels 
last year. 
'!'he tesc. wcighc avera_;e aln01'19 ch.fr 5:mAll OTains was ,nary good 
at. the Hi,;:rhmora c:f&.!!'ffl in 1'9'�3 . T'ne wheat.5- cm ave:rsg� t.esced in 
the 57 to 58 lb/bushel range while the barl-ey on average tested 
in the 52 lb/bushel range. Highmore appeared to have little if 
an�"' h@ad 5K'ai:: c� rumd bLghe damaqe in eic ,e:r '.i.1.hEa.-c in" 1:;;a.r:ey 
which was very heavy at some locat...::.ons l:..ke wa:.e-=ec::1i,.--n and Spit11k 
Co. 
The results of the small grain trials and other agronomic 
data are reported in EC 774 (rev. } .  This publication is available 
from County Extension offices. 
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TABi.."E l .  199-3 SMAU.. QR:t.�N \f� 'rn.1Jl.1 RE:.sut.1'S . 
HIGHMORE. 
SPRING wgEAT 
A.\!IDON 
BERGEN 
BUTI'E 86 
CHRIS CK 
DALEN 
GRAt'-IDIN 
GUARD 
KRONA 
NOfCDIC 
NO!'.M 
PROSPECT 
SHMP 
SONJA 
STOA 
VANCE 
2371 
2375 
TEST AVE. 
LSD { . 05 )  
CV - % 
1993 
YI:tt:l? 
BU/A 
43 _ 3  
43 . 2  
51 . 3  
30 . 2  
40 . 2  
39 . 3  
42 . 7  
46.7 
42.9 
42 . 4  
47 . 0  
42 . 4  
41 . 6  
39.0 
38 . 4  
43 .7  
44-1 
43 . 1  
6 . 3  
10 . 4  
WINTER 'WHEAT 
1993 
ABILENE 
ARAPAHOE 
CENTURA 
DAWN 
KARL 
LAREDO 
LONGHORN 
QUANTUM 549 
QUANTTJM 562 
!t.,\\.JlU DE 
REDLAl® 
RIO-BLANCO 
ROSE 
YI$tL 
BU/A 
50.0 
60 . 0  
49 . 6 
47 . 8  
48 . 6  
54.0 
49.9 
57 . 8  
62 . 1  
53 . 1  
58 . 3  
40 . 8  
53.2 
LB/BU 
56 . 1  
55.6 
57.1 
53 . 1  
55.2 
58 . 9  
57 . 1  
56 . 7  
59 . 5  
56 . 4  
57.9 
59.0 
56 . 1  
55 . 8  
56 . 4  
56 . 1  
60 4 
57 . 2  
1 . 9  
1 . 6  
TEST 
WEIGHT 
LB/BU 
60 . 2  
58.8 
56 . 6  
57 . 9  
60 . 2  
57 . 6  
57 . 8  
58 . 0  
59 . 0  
58 . 3  
58 . 3  
56 . 2  
56 . 4  
BARLEY 
1993 
YliLP 
BOWMAN 
BUCK 
B1602 
EXCEL 
GALLATIN 
MOREX 
RICHARD 
ROBUST 
STANDER 
$TARK 
TEST AVE. 
LSD ( .  05) 
CV - % 
ROUGHRIDER 
SAGE 
SCOUT 66 
SEWARD 
SIOUXLAND 
BU/A 
63 . 0  
65.3 
71 . 3  
77.1 
63. 0 
61 . 4  
62 . 5  
70. 0 
66.8 
1e,s 
68 . 5  
9.2 
9 . 4  
SIOUXLAND 89 
TAM 107 
TAM 200 
THUNDERBIRD 
_mMA?.AWK 
TEST AVE. 
LSD (. 05) 
CV - % 
1993 
YilJLQ 
BU/A 
47.1 
49.8 
43.8 
56 . l  
54.4 
49 . 0  
46.6 
46.6 
51. 0 
.J,9 r § 
53.0 
7 . 4  
9.9 
TEST 
WiUiiJT 
LB/BU 
54.9 
58. 2 
50.6 
50.6 
51 . 6  
49.5 
57.3 
52 . 3  
50 . 9  
5�La 
52.5 
2 . 4 
2 . 1 
TEST 
WiIGJIT 
LB/BU 
59.0 
58 . 1  
58.4 
58.1 
55.8 
57.5 
55.7 
54 . 6  
58 . 7  
5'1.2" 
57 . 8  
2 . 1 
1.8 
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BVALOATION OF GRBBNWORLD'l'M LIQOID FOLIAR FBRTILIZBR 
ON SPRING WHBAT AND OATS 
Brad G .  Farber 
lfl troduc; ti on 
A field evaluation of Greenworld™ liquid foliar fertilizer 
with an analysis of 8-8-8 (N, P205 , K2 ) was conducted on spring 
wheat and oats at the Highmore Research Farm in 1993. Foliar 
treatments were applied at the boot stage of both crops as 
recommended by personnel at Greenworld Products Corporation . 
To evaluate the effects of Greenworld 8-8-8 foliar 
fertilizer on yield, test weight and grain protein content of 
hard red spring wheat and oats when applied at manufacturers 
recommended rates . 
- Planted Butte 86 HRS wheat and Valley oats 
Herbicide: Buctril 1 . 5  pt/A at 5 leaf stage 
- Soil test results, 6/3/93: 92 lbs N/A OM 
29  ppm P/A pH 
238 ppm K/A 
4/24/93 
5/28/93 
3.2% 
6.6 
- Applied 46-0-0 {urea fertilizer) for 50 bu/A wheat yield 
goal and 100 bu/A oat yield goal. (40 lbs N applied per 
acre.) 6/5/93 . 
Experimental Design : Randomized Complete Block, six 
replications. 
- Plot Size: 6 x 25 feet 
- Treatments: Check (0) , 1 quart/A, 2 quarts/A 
- Applied Greenworld foliar 8-8-8 per recommended 
application instructions at boot stage with hand-held 
6 foot wide sprayer . 6/25/93.  
- Harvested with Wintersteiger small plot combine. 8/19/93. 
- Protein samples analyzed by NIR (near infra-red analyzer. 
11/3/93. 
- Data analyzed using PC SAS software, PROC AJ:iSOVA . 11/4/93. 
Result:; 
Spring wheat and oat yields in this study were slightly 
above long-term averages for the Highmore Research Farm. 
Harvested yields in the oats were variable due to severe lodging 
caused by heavy rains and high winds during grain fill . Lodging 
was not a problem in the wheat . 
Results in Tables 1 and 2 show that no significant 
differences occurred due to treatment for grain yield, test 
weight or protein content of spring wheat or oats in 1993 . 
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Greenworld foliar 8-8-8 at either 1 or 2 quarts per acre 
apparently had no effect on these parameters under this 
environment. While future studies may produce results different 
from any one year, this product cannot be recommended for use at 
this time without further testing. 
Table l .  
Check 
1 qt/A 
2 qts/A 
LSD 
CV 
PROB>F 
Table 2 .  
Tr..eatment 
Check 
1 qt/A 
2 qts/A 
LSD 
CV 
PROB>F 
Effect of  Greenworld foliar 8-8-8 on yield, test 
weight , and grain protein of Butte 86 spring wheat . 
1 993 . 
Yi,gld 
bu/A 
2 9 . 3  
2 8 . 2  
27 . 7  
4 . 9  
13 . 6  
NS 
;rw 
lbs/bu 
52 . 9  
52 . 3  
52 .2  
1 . 0  
1 . 5  
NS 
frpqµn 
' 
15 . l  
15 . 0  
1 5 . 2  
0 . 3  
l . 6  
NS 
Effect of Greenworld foliar 8-8-8 on yield , test 
weight , and groat protein of Valley oats . 1993 .  
Yield 
bu/A 
84 . 9  
85 . S  
83 . l  
27 . 4  
25 . 2  
NS 
TW 
lbs/bu 
3 4 . 7  
34 . 7  
3 4 . 2  
1 . 6  
3 . 6  
NS 
Prot;e,in 
% 
17 . 0  
17 . 6  
17 . 5  
0 . 8  
3 . 4  
NS 
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PLACBMBN'l' OP PBRTILIZBR FOR GRASS 
R. Gelde=man, J. Gerwing, H. Woodard, E. Twidwell 
Grass fertilization with nitrogen has been shown to be highly 
profitable. However, grass response from added phosphorus ( P )  has 
been limited unless soil tests are very low. Phosphorus is usually 
broadcast applied on the surface of grass sods. Therefore1 when 
surface conditions are dry, the non-mobile P nutrient may be 
unavailable to the grass plant. The objective of the following 
study was to determine if P applied below the grass surface would 
be more effective than surface applied P. 
Methods 
The study was done directly adjacent to the Highmore Research 
farm . The site was located near the SW corner of the farm on the 
railroad right-of-way. The site had a good stand of smooth 
bromegrass that had not been fertilized in recent memory. 
The phosphorus soil test ( Bray # 1 )  at this site was 4. 5 ppm 
which is considered very low but not unusual for soils under long­
time grass stands. Other soil test levels, except for nitrogen, 
were considered adequate. 
The phas;:phnru.s ra.::.a O or 60 lb5 ?�o!::1a.c%a 11.,,1a:e ap�lied en 
15 April 199:!- The �as..s WiiS .JUSt" beginning I.D gTecUl \J� .1, 'Ih.e 
broadcast treatment was sprayed on to the surface using 10-34-0 
material. The same material was sub-surface ( 3 • )  applied with a 
spoke-injector at 12 inch spacings. The fertilizer was diluted at 
the ratio of 1 volume fertilizer to 3 volumes water with the 
subsurface placement to facilitate fertilizer movement through the 
spokes. All treatments were balanced with respect to nitrogen by 
broadcasting ammonium nitrate over the surface at the rate of 100 
lb N/acre. 
The experimental design was a split-plot replicated four 
times. The whole plot consisted of the rate of phosphorus while 
the placement method was the split. 
Two cuttings were taken at this site. The first harvest was 
completed by cutting and weighing forage from an area of 3x20 feet ; 
whereas ,  the area for the second cutting was 1. Sx20 feet. 
Forage yield at this site and two other sites can be found in 
Table 1. Yields were excellent due to exceptional rainfall. The 
addition of nitrogen alone at this site increased dry matter by 
about 2 ton per acre. Adding either broadcast of subsurface 
phosphorus did not increase yield of forage. The same trend is 
apparent at the Pierre site. At the Brookings site, a response of 
about a ton of forage was seen hy adding phosphorus. It didn ' t  
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matter if the phosphorus 'lreS broadcast or subsurface placed, yield 
was the same. 
These data would indicate that response to added P is limited. 
Grass is an efficient user of soil P. In addition, it appears 
there was no advantage for sw:isurface P placement on grass in this 
relatively wet year. 
Tabla � .  The .i.n.i:_uance c� f�zi:.'l'. and phosphorus p ac�t 
on arass production, 1993 . _ 
--- Treatment (N + PiOs , 
- -: 
Surf ace 0:Erep� 
Sit� Grass E Te.st O+O ioo+o 100+60 100+�0 
ppm ----- lb/acre, dry matter -----
�s , . S t\lLI 1710 
( 2  cuts )  
Pierre Native 5 .  0 (UL) 
Orchard.g!:aa-"5 � .  0 ('lL) 
{2  cuts) 
1Phosphorus placed on surface. 
2Phosphorus placed deep at 3 inches. 
1901-
552ce �--re.-,. - ... - SOJS 
3073 2838 2836 
'7'&22 9913 91:3& 
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THB INPLO'BNCB OP SBBD-PLACBD PBRTILIZBR 
ON CORN AND SOYBBAN BMB.RGBNCB AND YIBLD 
Ron Gelderman and Jim Gerwing 
Many farmers in South Dakota are planting more corn and 
soybeans in no-till or limited-till situations. These tillage 
choices restrict the application of a non-mobile nutrient such as 
phosphorus ( P ) .  Banding P (2x2) with the planter saves time and 
application costs and has been shown to be an effective P placement 
for corn and soybeans . Such placement, however, does require 
fertilizer openers . Disadvantages of these openers include cost, 
weight, trash clearance, and soil disturbance. Because of these 
faults tr1any growers are considering placement of P fertilizers 
directly with the seed. Application of fertilizers with seed can 
adversely affect seed ge,rrnination. The objective of this study is 
to evaluate the effects of some common forms of fertilizer material 
placed with the seed on corn and soybean emergence and yield. 
M;ethpils. 
Two adjacent sites (one soybean and one corn) were selected 
for this study on the Highmore Research Farm. Past crop was wheat 
and tillage consisted of a fall chisel and a very shallow spring 
tillage with wide sweeps to remove emerged weed seedlings. 
The soil at this site is a Stickney. These soils are deep, 
moderately well-drained, nearly level that were fonned in glacial 
till. Soil tests indicated a verz· high phosphorus soil test ( 3 5  
ppm) ,  a pH o f  6. 4 ,  other nutrients were considered adequate. 
Nitrogen was applied to the corn study at 130 lb N/acre at the 
V-6 stage to el iminate nitrogen as a yield limiting variable. Soil 
moisture content at planting depth was 17. 9%  {by weight ) .  Soil 
moisture was considered good for germination. Both studies were 
planted on May 14, 1992 using a common row crop planter ( 3 0  11 
spacing) adapted for placing the dry font1s of fertilizer directly 
with the seed. The corn variety Pioneer 3655 was planted at a 
population of 2 3 , 000  plants/acre. The soybean variety Kasota was 
planted at the population of 140, 000  plants per acre. 
The experiment design for both studies consisted of a 
randomized split plot with four replications with rate of P205 as 
the whole plot and fertilizer material as the split. Plot size was 
10x33 feet for both studies. 
The rate and type of fertilizer used for each experiment is 
given in Table 1. Triple superphosphate (TSP ) ,  Monoanunonium 
phosphate {MAP) , and Diammonium phosphate (OAP) are common dry 
phosphate fertilizers used in South Dakota. 
• 
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Table 1. Rate and Type of Fertilizer Used for Corn and Soybean 
Studies, Highmore, 1993. 
----------------------- Fertilizer -----------------------
P 20s :rs::P=11l-4G-fu  MAP t 11-55-0 L OAP C 1.,8-4,6-0 l 
Rate Nu,trLent1 Mate_rial Nutrient Mate,ria� Nutxient wat�rial 
----------------------------- lb/acre ---------------------------
0 0-0-0 0 0-0-0 0 0-0-0 0 
12 . 5  0-12. 5-0 28 2. 5-12. 5-0 23 5-1 2. 5-0 28 
25 0-25-0 54 5-25-0 45 1 0-25-0 54 
50 0-5 0-0 109 10-50-0 91 20-50-0 109 
100 0-100-0 217 20-100-0 192 39-100-0 217 
-
1Amount of N-P205-K20 in lb/acre . 
Corn and soybean plant counts were made on two randomly 
selected 10 or 5 foot sections of row, respectively, with each 
plot. Counts were made at 12, 14 , 15, 1 6 ,  1 9 ,  and 22 days after 
planting for both corn and soybean. A final count was made for 
corn 37 days after planting. 
C'!orn_ n-t'l soybean harvest 'l:U� mm"= �· ha:rvescing ple:nr..s -n 2 
rows 25 feet in length with a plot combine. 
R:a.sul---s - Corn 
Fert ilizer placed in the seed zone with corn did have an 
influence on final populations ( Table 2 ) .  A 15% reduction in stand 
occurred with greater than 50 lbs/acre P205 with TSP and 
approximately a 10% reduction with MAP and a 28% reduction using 
DAP. Because of higher N levels applied with DAP ( Table 1 ) ,  the 
resulting poorer stand was expected. 
Another factor to be considered when using fertilizers placed 
with the seed is how long is emergence delayed. This can be seen 
in  Table 3. The rate of emergence at the 25 lb P20� level was 
similar for the three types of fertilizer. To reach a 60% level of 
emergence required only an extra half day with the average 25 lb 
P205 rate. However, to reach the 90% level of emergence, the plants 
in the 25 lb rate treatment required an extra four days over the no 
fertilizer treatment. 
Some seedlings are always slow to emerge because of various 
stresses. The rate of emergence slows with the check treatment at 
about 90% emergence. The re.. inder of the plants that would emerge 
do so over the next seven days. When fertilizer is placed with the 
seed, the rate of emergence slows at the 75% emergence level ( data 
not shown) . The remainder of the plants germinate over the next 1 0  
to 11 days. The fertilizer causes more stress in more seedlings 
and delays emergence even further . 
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Corn yields as affected by fertilizer placed with the seed are 
given in Table 4. In this case, yields mirror the final stands as 
shown in Table 2. Average yields decrease if 50 or more lb/acre 
P:.Ps was placed with the seed. 
R@§�lts - Soybean 
Both rate and type of phosphate fertilizer placed with the 
seed were significant in decreasing final soybean stands (Table 5) . 
The use of only 12.5 lb/acre P205 with the seed as DAP decreased 
stand _by about 60% compared to 30% at the same rate of  TSP. These 
data also point out the differences in crop sensitivity to 
fertilizer salt injury. Soybean are much more sensitive than corn. 
Planting soybean with a drill using 7.5 inch spacings would 
decrease the concentration of fertilizer with the seed DY° a factor 
of four. Therefore, higher rates could be applied. However, it 
appears even with a drill that DAP should not be used and other 
material should be limited to less than 40 pounds of  material. 
The average soybean yield decreases as rate of phosphate 
fertilizer placed with the seed increases (Table 6) . This would 
mirror emergence values (Table 5) . The plots fertilized with TSP 
had higher plant counts and higher yields compared to MAP or DAP. 
This would be consistent with the fact that the nitrogen content of 
fertilizers has a higher salt index and is more harmful to 
germination than the phosphate level. 
In su:rriIMry =h.:. � d!l.ta Ahows sa'"ercl i.Jnpor-Uttlt _poin[.:s when 
considering application of fertilizer with the seed. Corn is much 
less sensitive than soybean to fertilizer salts. The type of 
phosphate fertilizer placed with the seed is important, although, 
not as critical as rate used. For corn in 30 inch rows, this and 
other data would suggest up to 50 lb of material (25 lb P205 ) could 
be used with little problem. Higher rates may be possible with TSP 
or MAP or 10-34-0. 
For soybean in 30 inch rows, fertilizer should not be placed 
with the seed. In 7.5 inch rows up to 25  lb/acre of TSP, MAP or 
10-34-0 may be utilized. 
This work will continue here next year. The plan is to 
utilize drilled soybean and row planted (30 • )  sunflowers. 
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Table 2 .  Influence o f  Seed-Placed Fertilizer 
on Final Cqn:. Sc:AIJ.d, Rfghmore, 199� 
P205 - - - - - - - - % �ergence ------------
B@t:> TSP MA� DAP 
lb/acre ---------- ' emergence ----------
0 
12 . 5  
25 
50 
100 
100 
97 
101 
101 
86 
100 100 
102 97 
97 99 
84 72 
93 58 
Pr > F: Fer = 0 . 0001, Rate = 0 . 0 001, Fer x 
Rate = 0. 0001. 
Table 3 .  Influence of Rate of P205 applied 
with Seed on £mergence of Corn, 
Hi.gore. 1993 
------- P205 Rate --------
Emergenc? 2: 
% days after planting 
60 
90 
14 
15 
;Average of TSP, MAP and OAP . 
14 . 5  
19 
2Days after planting to reach specified 
emergence level . 
Table 4 .  Influence of �pe and Rate of Fertilizer 
Applied with the Seed on Corn Yield, 
HiIDJII,or e . :..E -S • 
lb/acre 
0 
12 . 5  
25 
50 
100 
Average 
--- --------- FE�rril1.xer ----- -------
TS'P JlAP CAP Ave.raw: 
- ------------ bu/acre --------------
106 
108 
109 
100 
99 
105 
108 
113 
109 
97 
104 - - -
106 
113 
108 
108 
102 
71 - - -
100 
- - -
109 
110 
109 
100 
91 - - - .-. 
Pr > F: Fer = 0 . 32, Rate = 0 . 004, Fer x 
Rate = 0 . 09 .  
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Table 5. Influence of Seed-Placed Fertilizer on 
Final� swbeon �S�t�and-1 Hiabmore. 1993 • 
P205 ------------ Fertilizer -----------
Rate 'tSR tm-P ---.PAP 
lb/acre ----------- I eine-rgence -----------
0 
12.5 
25 
50 
100 
100 
73 
36 
16 
8 
100 
51 
23 
6 
2 
100 
42 
19 
4 
4 
Pr > F :  Fer = 0.0001, Rate • 0.0001 # Fer x 
Rate = 0 . 0008 . 
Table 6. Influence of Seed-Placed Fertilizer on 
Soybean Yield, HiaiJ:ro:ere . 1993. 
---- Fertilizer -----
TSP MAP DAP Average 
lb/acre -------------- bu/acre -------------
0 
12.5 
25 
50 
100 - - -
Average 
31 
30 
25 
19 
12 
23 
- - -
Pr > F :  Fer - 0.0001 # 
Rate = 0.07. 
30 
28 
19 
9 
9 
s 
Rate = 
32 
29 
22 
12 
6 
-- --- -- -
6 
0. 0002, 
- - -
Fer x 
31  
29  
22  
13 
9 
- - -
9 
• 
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BVALUATXON OF Azospirillum 11po�erum AS A SBBD-PLACBD 
INOCULANT POR CORN 
B. G. Farber, R. H. Gelderman and J. R. Gerwing 
Intrpgyct:i.on 
Nitrogen (N)  is the nutrient most frequently deficient in 
soils and is required in larg� amounts by �i:op.s . Thcugh nitrog@n 
in its elemental form (N2 ) makes up 80% of cur atmosphet:e. i't i:s 
used directly as a N source by onl.y a smal. nurnhPr o.E 1:iaeterio. 
These organisms have the abilir)' to convert at..rno.._�ic N t� 
ammonia through the use of enzymes . All other living organisms 
must receive N in a fixed form such as anunoniurn (NH4• ) ,  nitrate 
(N03- ) , or amino acids. 
Prior to commercial production of N fertilizers which began 
in  ·the l 94 0 • e "  crop p!.at' ..t! r.mpe.nded co 4 large exomi: en t'hc 
co11c._ri.bution o: N from 50il org!IP-it: matts:r and a.!so :frc:ri fixe.C. J..Qn 
of a-t:rm;,spt-.e.r.1.c r-, b)a· �u�gen-iixini" bacuu=.:.a. throu9h rot.a.ticm& 
with legumes. The cost of cotl��I ci.51 ll!""uatl�ed N fertilizer is 
closely related to the cost of natural gas. Concern over the 
dependence of N fertilizer production on fossil fuel energy along 
wit:-h t"e�ent eTIVJ.romne:n-1.:a.l and wa�er quail,:� .. con.c.e.t:n.S regardi11g n 
f@rt.i.li zm:- use have l.t=ti 1:0 inc:eA.S� res�Arcb in t_he a t"i!A o ! 
nitrogen fixation. 
Azospirillum is an aerobic, free-living, N2-fixing bactsr�a 
that can utilize organic substrates as a source of energy. �c is 
found growing on leaf surfaces or in leaf sheaths in hum.id 
environments, as well as in the soil and on root surfaces. The 
amount of N2 fixed by these bacteria is generally only a few 
�oun,:1$ of N per year. l!owe.v2-r. !>Orne commercial companies are 
looking at tr.e poss·ib-ility o! :aduc:in_g N -fe.xc.D-i:,u!r nee& t1u:e»1Jh 
the use of more efficient or effE.Ct::ive otr..a1.ns o .. Az:ospir..illi.au, 
Benefits have also been attributed to a more vigorous root system 
which allows for better utilization of nutrients. 
obiectiYe 
The objective of this study was to determine the effect of 
inoculating corn seed with Azospirillum on the yield of corn 
under varying nitrogen fertilizer levels . 
A field experiment was conducted to evaluate the inoculation 
o.f corn ae:ed wi.t:h Ja.zospirilllllff l.i.pc:rrarum. The. st:udy eonsitn:ed e'f 
� split-plo� �-do:ni�ed ecmpleLa bl<H:k aesi�n in �hicll ·the. et.fru:n:: 
.of il'.l-Oculum "'r'a-6 f:.es1:;ed witt.:i.n ....i. -ve main plots. The main plot was 
rate of fertilizer N. The study was conducted at two locations, 
the Brookings Agronomy FaTI'I\ in eastern South Dakota and the 
Highmore Research Farm in central South Dakota. 
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Nitrogen rate treatments were based on initial soil test 
results for each location (Tables 1 and 2) and consisted of 0 ,  
50%, 62 % ,  75%, and 100% of SDSU reco.ranended nitrogen rates using 
a real istic yield goal. The recommended nitrogen level was used 
as the 100% treatment. Arnrn.onium. nitrate ( 3 3-0-0 }  was used as the 
N source. 
The inoculant was peat-based and prior to planting was mixed 
with a clay granule carrier. Both materials were supplied by 
LiphaTech and prepared and applied according to protocol 
information. Prepared inoculum. granules were delivered into the 
seed furrow during planting at the rate of 17 grams/100 feet of 
row via the granular insecticide boxes. 
Tables 1 and 2 indicate specific management factors that 
apply to the Brookings and Highmore sites respectively. Both 
locations received near record rainfall while temperatures were 
below nonnal in 1993 .  Nitrogen application at the Brookings site 
was delayed until early July due to constant rain and saturated 
soil conditions. The corn was between the 6 and 7 leaf growth 
stage and was showing severe N deficiency symptoms across all 
treatments prior to N application. Nitrogen treatments were 
applied at the Highmore site shortly after corn emergence . 
Results 
Yield results for Brookings and Highmore are found in Tables 
3 and 4, respectively . Yields were considered fair at Brookings 
and very good for the Highmore area. At Brookings, nitrogen 
additions significantly increased yields over the check 
treatment. However, no significant differences were observed 
between N rates above the check. Likewise, no differences were 
found between Azospirillum treatments at Brookings in 1993. 
Corn yields at Highmore were not significantly different for 
either N rate or Azospirillum treatment in 1993. However, a 
significant interaction occurred between N rate and Azospirill um, 
treatment. The interaction is difficult to interpret since 
yields at the 20 and 25 pound N rates with Azospirillu.m are 
higher than those without Azospirillum while the 30 and 40 pound 
N rates without Azospirillum yielded much higher t han those 
treated with the Azospirillum. 
Stated benefits for this product included that root growth 
can be enhanced and therefore deeper soil water and soil nitrogen 
can be exploited by the plant. Since soil conditions in 1993 
were much wetter than normal, additional research is necessary to 
determine if Azospirillum lipoferu.m may or may not have an impact 
on N use by corn and on corn yields in the North Central region 
of the United States. 
• 
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Initial soil test results of site: 
Det2tb 
inches 
0-6 
6-24 
Cropping History: 
1991 - Soybeans 
1992 - Barley 
Q.�. N�N 
% lbs/A 
4.4 12 
48 
i! i! DI 
----ppm-----
110 627 7. 5 
Experimental Design: Randomized Complete Block - Split Plot ; 4 
replications, 10 treatments 
Soil Preparation: 
Fall 1 92 Chisel plowed 
Spring 1 93 Field cultivated/harrowed 2x on May 13, 1993 
Planting: 
2 row plot planter with Kinze units, 30 a row width 
Planted May 13, 1993 
Planting density - 24, 600 plants/acre 
Final population - 23, 900 plants/acre 
Fertilization: 
25  Lbs/A P205 (0-46-0) applied with the seed at planting 
Ammonium nitrate (33-0-0) applied as N source, July 6, 1993 
Fertilized for 130 bu/A yield goal 
Fertilizer treatments: 0, 48, 60, 72  and 96 lbs N/A with and 
without Azospirillum 
Herbicide: Lasso II 15G banded over row at planting. 3 lbs AI/A 
Insecticide: None applied 
Fungicide: None applied 
Irrigation: None 
Variety : Pioneer 3751 
Soil Description: Soil 'Iype - Silty Clay; Soil Series - Lamoure 
Yield Determination: Individual plots were four rows wide by 33 
feet long. The ha::vest area was a 2 0  foot length of the center 
two rows of each 4 row plot (20 feet long x 2 rows = 40 feet of 
row harvested . )  The harvest area was picked by hand, weighed, 12 
ears randomly selected from each plot for moisture determination 
(weighed wet, dried, shelled, shelling percentage determined) and 
yields then converted to 15% moisture basis. Data was analyzed 
using PC SAS (Statistical Analysis Systems) software PROC NAOVA 
Precipitation : April-September = 23.2 � (Normal = 17.4 " )  
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Table 2. Highmore Corn/Azospirillum Management Factors, 1993 
�Qntb Q�Ma 00� p 
inches % lbs/A ----ppm----
pH 
0 -6 2 . 5  18 5 270 8. 0 
6-24 21 
Cropping History 
1991 - Corn 
1992 - Winter Wheat 
Experimental Design : Randomized Complete Block - Split Plot; 4 
replications, 10 treatments 
Soil Preparation : 
Fall 1 92 Chisel plowed 
Spring ' 93 Disk/spring tooth harrow 
Planting : 
2 row plot planter with Kinze planting units, 3 0 "  row width 
Planted May 14, 1993 
Planting density - 24, 600  plants/Acre 
Final population - 24 , 000  plants/Acre 
Fertilization : 25 lbs/A P205 ( 0-46-0 )  applied with the seed at 
planting. 
Ammonium nitrate ( 3 3-0 - 0 )  applied as N source by hand on June 
3, 1993 . Fertilized !or 100 bu/A yield goal. 
Fertilizer treatments - 0, 20 , 25, 3 0  and 4 0  lbs N/A with and 
without azospirillwn. 
Herbicide : Lasso 4E 2 qts AI/A + Bladex 4L 2 qts AI/A applied 
preemerge on May 17, 1993. 
Insecticide : None applied 
Fungicide : None applied 
Irrigation : None 
Variety : Pioneer 3655 
Soil Description : Soil type - clay loam, Series - Glenham Java 
Y • .c:1.d O@tcrmi��ions : !:ndlvidual plo�� were six rows wide- by 3 0  
feeL long . The harvewt a�e.a wae t:uee o f  �be �ente� rows of eden 
plot by 26. 5 feet long (26. 5 '  x 3 = 79. 5 feet of row harvested) . 
The harvest area was combined with a Gleaner E combine modified 
with electronic weighing e'llJipment . A sample was collected from 
each plot to determine grain moisture at harvest and yields then 
converted to 15% moisture basis. Data was analyzed using PC SAS 
( Statistical Analysis Systems ) software PROC ANOVA. 
Precipitation : April-September = 22. s •  ( ' Normal ' = 14 . 3 • ) 
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Nit :;or;ren Sa:t E 
lbs/A 
0 
48 
60 
72 
96 
CV :: 6.01 
Pr>F Rate = 0 . 11 
Pr>F AZO = 0.72 
x 
A-;¢&:1'.iri}lym l'xe1tID?-D& 
Yield bu/A 151 MB 
+ 
76.6 69.7 
84.8 88.5 
86.6 89.9 
87.1 87.8 
88.2 90.3 
84.7 85.2 
Pr>F Rate * AZO = 0 . 26  
Table C := held R.esu....ts �or: l!igbmo-e earn, bZospi.ril .... ur::; study -
1993. 
lbs/A Yield bu/A 151 MB 
0 
20 
25  
30 
40 
CV = 7.11 
Pr>F Rate = 0.55 
Pr>F AZO = 0.39 
90.3 
91.3 
85.6 
104.5 
101.2 
94 . 6  
Pr>F Rate * AZO = 0 . 06 
89.2 
9 9 . 9  
87.3 
92.4 
94 . 9  
92.7 
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WEED CONTROL 
Leon J. Wrage, Paul O .  Johnson, David A. Vos, and Scott A .  Wagner 
Field evaluations as part of the W . E . E . D .  Project are directed 
toward important weed problems for major crops in the area. The 
station is a primary site for herbicide evaluation on winter wheat 
and related weed problei,;s. The field area was expanded in 1993 to 
include evaluation of corn herbicides and after-h�rvest herbicide 
comparisons. 
Plots include labeled herbicide treatments and experimental 
products in final stages of evaluation. Data from plots provide 
the basis for weed control information in extension fact sheets and 
presented at meetings organized by extension agents. 
Data are presented for tests listed below. Weed control is 
based on visual evaluation compared to the untreated check . Crop 
response is rated on a visual scale ( 0  = no injury, 100  = complete 
kill ) .  Assistance of station personnel is acknowledged. 
Table 1. Corn Herbicide Demonstration 
Table 2. Evaluation of Weed Control in Safflower 
Table 3. Herbicide Carryover - Sunflower 
Table 4. Post Harvest Weed Control 
Table 5. Weed Control in Reduced Till Spring Wheat 
Table 6. Evaluation of Wild Buckwheat Control in Winter Wheat 
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Table 1 .  Corn Herbicide Demonstration 
PPJ&PRE: 5112193 Yeft = Yellow foxtail 
EPOS: 6112193 KOCZ = Kochia 
POST: 6122193 
Rainfall: 1st week: 0.20 Inches 
2nd week: 0.68 inches 
COMMENTS: Light early yellow foxtail and Kochla pressure. Adequate rain for activation. Weed emergence 
was delayed compared to other seasons. Postemergence treatments preformed very well; late flushes were not 
a significant problem. No cultivation. 
Irwent ii& IC. 
eB,ELANT l�QQBeQBAIEQ 
Check 
Eradicane 4(4.75 pt•) 
Eradicane+atrazlne+Bladex 4+.5+1.5 
St:iALLQW PREP�I l�QQBPQRATED 
Dual 2.5 
Lasso 3 
Frontier 1.5(1.6 pt) 
Surpass 2.25(2.8 pt} 
Sl:iALLQW PREPLANI IMQQBeQRAIEC! & EQSIJ;MEBGENQf 
Bladex&Accent+COC+28% 2&.0313(213 oz)+.75%+4% 
PREEMERGENCE 
Atrazine 2 
Bladex 3 
Dual 2.5 
Dual 1.67 
Lasso 3 
Lasso 2 
Prowl 1.5 
Ramrod 6 
Harness Plus 2.25(2.6 pt} 
Surpass 2.25 
Frontier 1.5 
Harness Plus+8aflalion 2+.3 
Broadstrit8/'0ual 2.166(225 pt) 
Lasso+Bladex+atraZine 2+1.5+.5 
OualiBladex+atraZine 2+1.5+.5 
Surpass+Bladex+atrazlne 2+1.5+.5 
Frontier iBladex+atrazine 1+1.5+.S 
,: Ven "'i<Ocl 3·YrAV�, 
1/i;W_ � s! adlf 
0 0 0 0 
96 65 95 60 
97 97 96 97 
83 45 89 37 
78 65 80 "8 
85 70 
87 73 
97 98 90 
99 99 90 98 
97 92 83 95 
89 60 85 50 
80 53 80 46 
85 73 82 56 
83 65 76 S3 
85 85 65 65 
82 58 70 54 
92 87 86 74 
91 88 86 76 
85 79 
87 92 
85 91 
93 96 83 83 
95 98 90 89 
94 97 87 91 
90 93 
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Table 1 .  CORN HERBICIDE DEMONSTRATION (Continued . . .  ) 
Jreatment 
�BLY eQSIEMEBGENQE 
Prowl+Sladex+1trazlne 
Bladex+X-n 
Bladex+atr&Zine+X • 77 
Frontier+Accent+Clarity+ 
x-n+28% 
� 
1.5+1.5+.5 
2+.5o/o 
1.5+.5+.5% 
.94+.016(1/3 oz)+.-1+ 
25%+4% 
PREEMEBGE�QE i EARLY POSIEMERGENQE 
Ramrod& T ough+1trazine 4&.4S+.6 
Ramrod&Banvel 4&.5 
eREEMEBGEHQE I POSTEMEBGE�QE 
Ramrod&Banvel 4&.25 
Ramrad&2.4-0 amine 4&.S 
Ramrod&Basagran+ 
atraz.ine+COC 4&.52+.52+ 1 qt 
Ramrod&Buctril+atrazine 4&.25+.5 
Ramrod&Banvel+atrazine .i&.25+.5 
Ral'll'Od&Sencor +Banvel 4&.094(2 oz)+.25 
Ramrod&BCH56331 +28°/o 4&.94+2 qt 
Ramrod&Shotgun 4&121 
EABL:t EQSTEMEBGENQE & EQSIEMERGENQ� 
Ac:oent+COC+28%& .0156(1/3 oz•)+ 1%+4%& 
Accent+COC+28o/o .0156+ 1%+4% 
POSTEMEBGEt!lQE 
ResoLrCe+Accent+ .0107+.0313(213 oz•)+ 
COC+28o/o 1 qt+2 qt 
Accent+COC+28% .0313+ 1o/o+4% 
Accent+COC+28% .0156+20k+4% 
Accent+Ctarity+ 
X-n+28% .0313+.5+.25%+2 qt 
LSD (.05) 
I ProductlA 
% Yeft % KOCZ "1'1Ju, 
lam l.l2m a: Bd!f 
96 97 
93 87 64 87 .. 
96 98 
93 94 
90 96 74 96 
83 85 71 83 
79 87 68 92 
n 82 67 49 
84 96 74 91 
85 98 72 93 
85 95 71 89 
81 96 
79 96 
89 99 
92 87 
93 93 
97 80 
94 79 
96 99 
17 21 
.. 
.. 
Table 2. Evaluation of Weed Control in Safflower 
PPI, SPPl,&PRE: 5/12193 
POST: 6/14193 
Planting Date: 5112193 
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Grft = Green foX1ail 
KOCZ = Kochia 
Rainfall: 1st week: 0.20 Inches 
2nd week: 0.68 inches 
COMMENTS: Light green foxtail and kochia pressure. Labeled treatments of Treflan and Dual 
provided good grass control and no crop injury. Other experimental treatments had severe 
visual injury and also showed yield reductions. 
te 
% Grft % KOCZ % VCRR lb/A Test Wt 
Iwrmm lb/A act. 8{19{00 8(19JR 8119/93 10'1:@3 JbltW 
EBE�L!rs:Ilt!CQBECBATEC 
Check 0 0 0 685 33.6 
Treflan 1 93 90 0 704 34.5 
Sona Ian 1.1 97 96 0 819 35.4 
Broadstrike/T ref Ian .91(2 pt9) 84 98 40 450 31.8 
Sl::iAI..LOW PBEELA�I l�CORPORAIED 
Dual 2.5 83 69 01 715 33.5 
ERl;f;MERGENCE 
Dual 2.5 85 66 0 715 34.1 
POSTEMERGENCE 
Poast+COC .187(1 pt*)+1 qt 95 0 0 655 32.8 
Ally+X-n .004(.1 oz•)+.25% 36 98 33 642 33.4 
Pinnact&+X-n .0039(1/4 oz•)+.25% 0 63 1 6  634 33.1 
Pinnacl&+X. n .0078+.25% 20 73 30 651 33.2 
Express+X-n .0154(1/3 oz•)+.25% 0 99 51 164 26.3 
Permit+X-n .032+.5% 25 66 68 116  24.7 
LSD (.05) 6 8 7 1 12  2.0 
•Product/A 
Table 3. Herbicide Canyover • Sunflower 
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COMMENTS: The study was designed to evaluate the effect of carryover from Pursuit applied 
two years before planting sunflowers. The study indicated no effect from the Pursuit. The 
Highmore station was above normal in precipitation both years. 
Treatment 
Check 
Pursuit 1991 
Pursuit 1991 
LSD(.05) 
Table 4. Post Harvest Weed Control 
Applied: 10/4/91 
.063(4 oz*') 
.125(8 oz*) 
Sunflower 
Height(ln) 
10/14/93 
57 
59 
61 
3 
Dobr = Downy Brome 
Wlbw == Wild Buckwheat 
Yield 
lb/Acre 
10/14/93 
1 152 
1 1 25 
1288 
308 
COMMENTS: Herbicide applied after 1991 winter wheat harvest; fall tillage operaUon prior to planting winter 
wheat in 1992; crop evaluation for 1993. The high atrazlne rate In 1991 appeared to reduce yield. 
Viera Test Wt. 
% Oobr o/o Wibw bu/A lbfou 
Treatment Rate 8[11192 8111192 7129193 729193 
Check 0 0 33.3 55.0 
Atrazine 1 97 92 33.4 54.3 
Atrazlne 2 92 97 26.2 50.2 
Command 1 75 18 33.5 56.3 
Command+atrazine .75+1 99 91 34.4 54.6 
Pursuit+X· n +28% N .063+.5%+4% 18 78 30.8 55.8 
LS0(.05) 34 28 5.7 4.0 
.. 
• 
• 
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Table 5. Weed Control in Reduced Till Spring Wheat 
FALL: 9/17/92 
SPRING: 4/28/93 
Planting Date: 5/5/93 
Rainfall: FALL: ist week 
2nd week 
SPRING: 1st week 
2nd week 
Bdlf = (Redroot Pigweed. Kochia) 
0.15 inches 
0.00 inches 
1.35 inches 
0.90 inches 
COMMENTS: Uniform, moderate foxtail pressure. Broadleaf weeds (pigweed. kochia) were 
light. Fall applied Treflan granular provided the best foxtail control; Treflan impregnated onto 
dry fertilizer was nearly as effective. Liquid applied in fall or spring was less effective than other 
methods tested. Crop safety was adequate with all treatments. 
Yield 'Tm Y/1. 
% VCRR % VCRR % Grass % Bdlf bu/A lbA>u 
Treatment lb/A act. 6/24'33 1�&§3 Tfl§f93 1@193 8123193 l@'Sl 
.EAU: 
Check 0 0 0. 0 27.6 57.3 
Treftan 4L .625( 1 .25 pt*) 5 0 41 31 30.5 57.9 
Treftan 10G .625(6.25 lb*) 5 0 80 44 28.6 56.3 
Treflan+Fert .625 0 0 74 48 38.5 55.5 
SPRING 
Treflan 4L .625 1 0 51 65 35.9 57.1 
Treflan 10G .625 4 8 60 56 32.8 57.3 
Treflan+Fert .625 0 0 71 68 34.7 55.2 
Check 0 0 a 0 28.5 57.0 
LSD (.05) 4 5 8 10 7.8 2.0 
I ProducUA 
- 4 5  ... 
Table 6. Evaluation of Wild Buckwheat Con1rol in Winter Wheat 
POST: 5/12193 Wibw = Wiid buckwheat 
Planting Date: 9122192 
Rainfall: 1st Week: 0.20 inches 
2nd Week: 0.68 Inches 
COMMENTS: Moderate wild buckwheat pressure. Products are at full rates to measure maximum control 
and yield. All labeled 1reatmen1s except 2.4-0 provided accep18ble control. Location was cool most of summer 
and above normar precipitation. This made for excellent control activity by all 1reatmen1s. 
YieS 1an� 
% Wibw  bu/A lblbu 
Ir.Y1rneot am � � 1.l2Slia 
am 0 31.6 54.0 
2,..0 amine .5 31 34.0 555 
2,4-D ester .5 65 34.0 55.4 
Bronate .75(1.5 pl") 93 39.9 55.7 
Arrtler+2.4-D fl&+X-77 .0135(.3 oz•)+l.S+2S% 91 34.6 57.S 
Aly+2,4-D es+x-n .004(.1 oz"}+.25+..25% 89 34.6 57.5 
ARy+2.,4·D es+Banvel+X-n .004+.12+.031 +.25% 93 32.5 56.5 
Harmony !Elta+2.4-D es+X-n .028(.6 ozj+.25+.25% 91 38.8 55.7 
Express+2,4-0 es+X-77 .0156(113 01•)+.25+.25% 84 32.6 55.5 
Tordon+2,4-D es .015(1 01•)+.25 93 38.3 54.8 
F8426+2,4·0 es .023+.125 38 33.7 55.1 
LSD(.05) 10 S.2 2.2 
'ProducttA 
.. 
.. 
• 
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PIBLD BVALUATION OP WOODY PLANT MATBRIALS 
Russell J. Haas - Plant Materials Specialist - USDA/ARS 
OBJBCTIVBS 
1. Assemble and evaluate the adaptation and performance of 
selected woody plant materials for field and farmstead 
windbreaks and wildlife plantings in the Northern Great 
Plains. 
2. Select and cooperatively release, superior cultivars for 
increase by commercial nurseries. 
ACTIVITIBS IN 1993 
130 accessions of 79 species are currently under evaluation. 
April 15 - Nineteen accessions of thirteen new species were added 
and replacements made to one accession. The new entries include 
several species/varieties of oak, hybrid poplar and honeysuckle. 
The entire planting was evaluated for winter injury and animal 
damage. Some pruning was done to remove dead or diseased material. 
September 23 - Each surviving plant of accessions planted in 1974, 
1979, 1984, 1987, 1989, 1991, 1992, 1993 was measured for crown 
spread and plant height; and rated for disease and insect damage, 
drought and cold tolerance, fruit production, survival and vigor. 
All accessions of • Aus tree ' willow have severe winter injury. 
' Roselow • sargent crabapple has severe fireblight. ND-995 prairie 
willow and 370126 crack willow are performing poorly due to drought 
and were marked for removal. Photographs were taken to document 
performance, noted plot locations available for future plantings 
and replacement stakes needed and performed minor pruning. 
SUMMARY OP ACCOMPLISHMBNTS 
Based on observations and data collected at this site, the released 
cultivars in the following table are recommended for use in South 
Dakota. Numbered experimental selections will be placed in field 
plantings for further evaluation when planting stock becomes 
available. 
• cardan • green ash 
• centennial' cotoneaster 
' Sakakawea • silver buffaloberry 
' Indigo• silky dogwood 
ND-11 amur honeysuckle 
ND-21 nannyberry 
9047238 seabuckthorn 
9008041 false indigo 
• oahe ' hackberry 
• scarlet • mongolian cherry 
' McDermand ' ussurian pear 
ND-283 Russian almond 
ND-1134 plWl'i 
ND-3902 sandbar willow 
ND-1879 hone'},locust 
ND-83 late lilac 
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ND-1863 honeylocust 
'Homestead ' (ND-20) a=nold hawthorn 
9058862 tamarack 
ND-170 cotoneaster 
'Bighorn • skunkbush sumac 
• cling Red' amur honeysuckle 
' Stre&1nco• purple osier willow 
• Freedom• blueleaf honeysuckle 
' Meadowlark' forsythia 
•Midwest• manchurian crabapple 
323957 chokeberry 
14272 hybrid poplar 
This field evaluation planting was established in 1978. Data from 
this planting has been used to docwnent the cooperative release 
of six cultivars listed below. These are currently in large scale 
production and use in conservation and wildlife plantings in the 
Northern Great Plains. Data has also assisted nurserymen and 
plant researchers from several agencies determine the range of 
adaptation and performance of 1fl:Any other cultivars. 
• cardan • green ash 
• sakakawea• si lver buffaloberl:"V 
• centenDial ' cotoneaster 
--
• oahe ' hack.berry 
• scarlet • rnongolian cherry 
'McDermand ' ussurian pear 
'Homestead • (ND-20) Arnold hawthorn was cooperatively released in 1993 by 
the Soil Conservation Service and the North Dakota, South Dakota and 
Minnesota Agricutural Experiment Stations. 
1 Regal 1 {ND-283 )  Russian almond is anticipated to be released by the same 
agencies in 1994. 
